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501-der!

long second stage, but it’s
pleasantly light and reasonably
predictable. The blade itself is
made from folded steel which
means that it’s good and rigid.

Auto safety
On the right
side of the
trigger

guard is an automatic safety that
slides back and forward. It can be
reached with your trigger finger
while in the shooting hold, which
is ideal. It’s also manually
resettable if needed.
The test gun came fitted with a
SMK branded 3x9 – 40 scope that
has a 30/30

duplex reticle and nice bright
optics. In fact, I was really
impressed with the scope’s
performance. This combination
could be taken straight out into
the field with no need for changes
or upgrades.
Open sights are fitted as standard
which contain fibre-optic inserts to
improve

Phill Price tries an all-new rifle from Co2 specialists SMK

S

MK has been supplying Co2
rifles to the UK market for
decades and these simple and
affordable guns have something of
a cult following. Being light and
handy they’ve often become the
tool of choice for close-range
vermin control, such as rat
shooting in and around buildings.
Many of the various models have
had a common action so it’s
interesting to see SMK introduce a
completely new model. The XS501
looks to be styled on the Ruger
1022, which is massively popular
in the USA.
The action has a solid, chunky
appeal with the bolt handle being
machined from steel, meaning

that there’s no appreciable flex as
you work it. Loading pellets is
greatly helped by the wide
channel that’s relieved front and

developed. It went from 582 fps at
the high end, to 553 over 50
shots, and in the real world of
plinking and ratting, the effect that

appealing. The hardwood stock
has no chequering, but it does
have a contoured rubber butt pad
helping it to stay in your shoulder

“Speaking of chronographs tests, how does 50 fullpower shots from two 12 gramme capsules grab you?”
back, making plenty of space for
fat fingers.

More power
Speaking of chronographs tests,
how does 50 full-power shots from
two 12 gramme capsules grab
you? It looks like they have the
valving on this new model well

velocity spread will have on
close-range trajectory is
inconsequential. Producing close
to 11 ft.lbs. on a 10°C day makes
this a serious vermin control tool
and one I’m sure will be an
immediate success.
The XS501 has a much more
substantial feel than older models
and is visually more modern and

pocket. Because of the slim build
and light weight, it feels like a
small rifle, but the pull length is
14” which is a proper adult length.
That being said, I’m sure many
teenage youngsters could handle
it comfortably and as with most
modern rifles, the XS501 stock is
ambidextrous.
The trigger’s action has a rather

“I was really
impressed
with the scope’s
performance”
SPECIFICATIONS
Manufacturer

SMK

Web

www.sportsmk.co.uk

Tel

01206 795333

Model

XS501

Type

Co2

Action

Single-shot bolt-action

Safety

Automatic

Trigger

Two-stage adjustable

Length

39¾” (1011mm)

Weight

5.5lbs (2.36kg)

XS501

£149.95

3-9 x 40 scope £44.95
Mounts

£11.99

Olive slip

£24.95

SMK Black pellets £3.99

RRP £149.00
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their performance in low light
conditions. However, with a scope
this good costing so little I imagine
that most users will make the
upgrade.

Double up
Power is provided by two 12
gramme Co2 capsules that fit into
the tubular reservoir beneath the
barrel. The first capsule goes in
neck first with the second
the opposite way, so
they’re back-to-back
inside. With the cap
screwed fully down the
capsules are pierced,
releasing the gas into
the reservoir making
the rifle live. From
there you just cock the
bolt and drop in a pellet
and you’re ready to fire.
A new and very
welcome innovation the
XS501 brings is a bleed
mechanism in the end
cap. This allows the last
of the pressurised Co2 to
be evacuated completely
before you unscrew the
cap and remove the
spent capsules. This is far
quicker and more
convenient than blank
firing the gun until it’s
empty.
To see if the accuracy
lived up to the promise of the rest
of the rifle I went to the range with
a tin of SMK’s Black BS55 Domed
pellets. SMK had kindly zeroed it
for me so I shot some groups
which were impressive; ½” at 20
yards with the very first pellet I
tried is proper hunting accuracy.
Then I started plinking the
spinners to see just how far down
range I could consistently hit them,
which was great fun.
My club mates were keen to try
the new rifle and, to a man, they
loved it. In fact, one of them
wanted to know where he could
buy one that day. This is a great
little rifle and something of a step
forward for the type. I can see-this
joining the other SMK Co2 guns as
a cult rifle that gets developed and
customised by enthusiasts who
love to make each gun their own.
For the rest of us, it’s a great value
short-to-medium range gun just
begging to be enjoyed. n
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